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Altai Systems Exhibiting at AMSFest Midwest 2016
Washington, DC – Altai Systems, Inc., the
nation’s premier Association Management
Software (AMS) company based on the
Microsoft Dynamics® CRM platform is
excited to announce its participation in the
popular technology conference AMSFest.
AMSFest is a one-day event where association professionals mingle with Association
Management Software (AMS) solutions consultants and vendors in a more intimate
setting than traditional trade shows. The AMSFest event was first launched in fall of 2015
in the Washington, DC metropolitan area, and has now continued its momentum west to
Workshop Chicago in Chicago, IL. Being held on May 10, 2016, this all day event
features speakers such as Reggie Henry, Chief Information Officer, ASAE, and Bruce Moe,
Executive Director, Missouri State Teachers Association. In addition, attendees can
choose topics they’d like to hear from crowdsourced sessions posted prior to the event.
Teri Carden, Founder of ReviewMyAMS.com and AMSFest, stated her enthusiasm for this
event:
"I'm in awe of the association community's enthusiasm for AMS Fest. It means
that associations are primed and ready to have real conversations about how we
can truly depend on and wisely use our technologies to propel us into the future.
For the second time in a row, Altai was the first to sign up as a sponsor. That's a
true testimonial to the fact that they are committed to listening to and
participating in these valuable conversations around bettering association
technology infrastructures."
Likewise, Altai Partner, Mike Frye said “We really like what Teri has done with AMSFest.
Teri has created a true ‘Out of the Box’ atmosphere for innovative associations looking
for inventive ideas and solutions. AMSFest is not the same old thing, and I feel it is the
perfect home for us to meet ‘thought leadership’ associations that push our products to
the next level.”
To register and learn more click AMSFest.
About Altai Systems:

Altai Systems is a fast growing Association Management Software (AMS) company based
in the Washington, DC Metropolitan area. Altai is a company that has a long heritage in
providing solutions for association and membership management. Founded by two
seasoned Microsoft CRM professionals with over 20 years’ management experience, each
in the field of association and nonprofit related technology solutions, Altai has sales
development and technical consultants located across the United States. Altai Systems’
mission is to provide solutions to bring members closer -- closer to their clients, their
organizations and closer to each other. www.altaisystems.com
About ReviewMyAMS.com:
ReviewMyAMS.com is a website designed to give association executives a voice about
how their AMS performs with regards to customer service, ease of use, reliability, and
customization. On this site executives can speak openly and honestly about their
experiences with their AMS giving end users a collective voice in an incredibly
competitive market.

